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Summary
The historic land use dataset contains the hand drawn boundaries for areas of land which have
previously been affected by the extraction of minerals, including derelict land, restored quarries
(filled and unfilled), tips and spoil heaps and wet areas resulting from mineral working for
England and Wales.
The data was extracted from a set of paper maps formerly held by the Ministry of Housing and
Local Government and show mineral planning information collated from the 1940s
(retrospective to the 1930) to the mid 1980s when responsibility for mineral planning and the
subsequent land use was devolved from central to local government for England and to the
Welsh Assembly for Wales.
The dataset represents a ‘snapshot’ in time and although there is extensive coverage
(approximately 14000 polygons) the extent and attribution is incomplete due to the limitations of
the source material.
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1 Introduction
Founded in 1835, the British Geological Survey (BGS) is the world's oldest national geological
survey and the United Kingdom's premier centre for earth science information and expertise. The
BGS provides expert services and impartial advice in all areas of geoscience. Our client base is
drawn from the public and private sectors both in the UK and internationally.
Our innovative digital data products aim to help describe the ground surface and what's beneath
across the whole of Great Britain. These digital products are based on the outputs of the BGS
survey and research programmes and our substantial national data holdings. This data coupled
with our in-house geo-scientific knowledge are combined to provide products relevant to a wide
range of users in central and local government, insurance, housing and other industry,
engineering and environmental business, and the British public.
Further information on all the digital data provided by the BGS can be found on our website at
BGS Our products. For further details on mineral planning and resources visit Minerals UK or
by contacting:
BGS Central Enquiries
British Geological Survey
Environmental Science Centre
Keyworth
Nottingham
NG12 5GG
Direct tel. +44(0)115 936 3143
Fax.

+44(0)115 9363150

email enquiries@bgs.ac.uk

2 About the Historic Land Use Dataset
2.1

BACKGROUND

Between 2001 and 2003 the BGS received approximately 1400 1:25 000 scale paper maps and
associated card index from the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (now Department for
Communities and Local Government (DCLG)). The maps, originally compiled by the Minerals
Division of the Ministry of Housing and Local Government (MHLG), (DCLGs historic
predecessor), contain hand drawn boundaries indicating land use present in areas of land that
have been affected by the extraction of minerals in England. These ‘MHLG’ maps show mineral
related land use collated from the 1940s (retrospectively to 1930) to the mid 1980s. The index
cards provide supplementary information regarding name, operator, dates and relevant local
planning authority.
In 2006 BGS obtained the equivalent maps, 200 in number, for Wales from the Welsh Assembly
Government. However, the associated card index file no longer exists.
Attempts have been made to find the equivalent MHLG maps for Scotland. However, these have
been unsuccessful.
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The variable completeness of the datasets should be kept in mind when this material is being
used. The principal aim of the data is to show areas of land that have received planning
permission for the extraction of minerals.
Other datasets that are currently under development include:
Historic mineral planning permission data
This dataset has been extracted from the same MHLG source map and indicates sites where
mineral planning permission has been sought.
Categories include:
 mineral commodity
 Planning status (valid, withdrawn, revoked, refused)
 Notes on application progress, reconsideration
The principle aim of the data is to show areas where permission has been sought for the
extraction of minerals.
BritPits
The BritPits (an abbreviation of British Pits, and the word 'pits' is used here to include both
surface quarries and underground mines) database holds information on:
 name of active mines and quarries
 geographic location
 address
 operator
 mineral planning authority
 geology
 mineral commodities produced
 end-uses where known
2.2

WHO MIGHT REQUIRE THIS DATA?

This legacy dataset is important in the identification of areas which might formerly have been
used for mineral extraction. Its historic nature means that no surface manifestation of previous
workings may exist. The dataset may indicate restoration in terms of filled or unfilled quarries,
but does not detail the criteria imposed by the MHLG or provide evidence as to the suitability for
the future redevelopment of sites.
The identification of former mineral workings can assist land-use planners; rapidly identifying
areas with potential problems and aid local government offices in making development plans by
helping to define land suited to different uses. Other users of the data may include developers,
homeowners, solicitors, loss adjusters, the insurance industry, architects and surveyors.
2.3

WHAT THE DATASET SHOWS?

Data depicted on the source maps (for both England and Wales) and included in the dataset is the
land use at each locality. Categories as: derelict areas, restored quarries (filled and unfilled), tips,
heaps and spoil heaps and wet areas. The maintenance of the maps ended (mid 1985), some
authority information had been updated recently but other areas had not been visited for many
years.
The dataset contains a significant number of overlapping polygons where multiple mineral
planning applications have been made in the same area. These may represent completion of
multiple phases of working and subsequent abandonment, partial restoration of sites, phased or
2

total abandonment and consequent dereliction. It should be noted that overlapping polygon
boundaries may be coincident in size and extent but in many cases they are not.
The dataset does not give any indication of areas where later applications to work have been
made and carried out.

3 Technical Information
3.1

SCALE

The historic land use dataset was produced for use at 1:25 000 scale providing 25 m ground
resolution.
3.2

FIELD DESCRIPTIONS

Table 1 Attribute table field descriptions
FIELD NAME

FIELD TYPE

DESCRIPTION

SITE_NAME

String

Name of the planning permission (provided by the Mineral Planning
Authority (MPA) )

SITE_TYPE

String

Indicates whether a working is at surface, underground or both

EASTING

Double

Grid coordinate in metres, all numeric, of the centre of the site

NORTHING

Double

Grid coordinate in metres, all numeric, of the centre of the site

LAND_USE

String

Type of land use: derelict areas, tip and spoil heaps, restored quarry (filled
and unfilled) wet areas.

SHEET

String

The national grid square which the application falls in

SOURCE_REF

String

MHLG reference number recorded from the original card index or map

PP_DB_NO

String

Internal BGS reference number

VERSION

String

This is version 1 of the dataset. It is a static dataset and no further updates
are expected

3.3

CREATION OF THE DATASET

Historic land use data was digitised from the MHLG maps. Attribute information was gathered
from the associated card index, map face, where available additional information was gathered
from the back of the maps sheets and the map legend.
3.4

DATASET HISTORY

No previous digital versions of the dataset exist. It is not anticipated that the dataset will be
updated in the foreseeable future.
3.5

COVERAGE

Dataset covers England and Wales, but no data is available for Scotland or the Isle of Man.
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Figure 1 Coverage of the historic land use dataset
3.6

DATA FORMAT

The historic land use dataset has been created as vector polygons and are available in a range of
GIS formats, including ArcGIS (.shp), ArcInfo Coverages and MapInfo (.tab). More specialised
formats may be available but may incur additional processing costs.
3.7

LIMITATIONS





The historic land use dataset has been developed at 1:25 000 scale and must not be used
at larger scales. All spatial searches against the data should therefore be conducted using
a minimum 25 m buffer.
This dataset has been produced by the collation and interpretation of data provided to the
British Geological Survey. The data presented are based on the best available
information, but are not comprehensive and their quality is variable. Any boundaries
shown are, therefore, approximate.
Data recorded should be treated as historic.
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Data recorded only applies to land use associated with permitted, withdrawn and refused
mineral planning permission sites.
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure consistency of approach during the capture
of the data, the level of detail in any area reflects the accuracy of the information
recorded on the original paper map.
The variable completeness of the dataset should be kept in mind when using this data.
Attribution is limited to the information available on the accompanying index card – in
the case of permissions for Wales no supplementary information was available due to the
lack of a card index.
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure consistency of approach during the capture
of the data, the level of detail in any area reflects the accuracy of the information
recorded on the original paper MHLG map.
The dataset represents a historic ‘snapshot’ in time and does not show subsequent
applications, resubmissions or later reworking e.g. opencast reworking of waste tips.
Details of these are held by Local Authority Mineral Planning Departments.

4 Licensing Information
The British Geological Survey does not sell its digital mapping data to external parties. Instead,
BGS grants external parties a licence to use this data, subject to certain standard terms and
conditions. In general, a licence fee will be payable based on the type of data, the number of
users, and the duration (years) of a licence.
All recipients of a licence (potential licensees) are required to return a signed digital data licence
document to us before authorisation for release of BGS digital data is given.
In general terms, a BGS digital data licensee will be permitted to:
 make internal use of the dataset(s)
 allow a specified number of internal users to access/use the data (the number of users
will be agreed with the licensee and specified in the licence document) for the
purposes of their day-to-day internal activities
 reproduce extracts from the data up to A3 for use in external analogue (paper/hard
copy) or non-queryable electronic (e.g. secured .pdf) format: to meet a public task
duty; fulfil a statutory requirement; and/or as part of academic or other noncommercial research
But will not be permitted to:
 provide a bureau service for others or incorporate the data in the generation of
products or services for commercial purposes
 sell, assign, sublicense, rent, lend or otherwise transfer (any part of) the dataset(s) or
the licence
 place (any part of) the dataset(s) on the Internet
The BGS is committed to ensuring that all the digital data it holds which is released to
external parties under licence has been through a robust internal approval process, to ensure
that geo-scientific standards and corporate quality assurance standards are maintained. This
approval process is intended to ensure that all data released: (i) is quality assured; (ii) meets
agreed BGS data management standards; (iii) is not in breach of any 3rd party intellectual
property rights, or other contractual issues (such as confidentiality), that would mean that
release of the data is not appropriate.
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When the BGS digital datasets are revised any upgrades will be automatically supplied to the
licensee, at no additional cost. Geological map datasets are revised on a periodic rather than
on an annual basis, licensees will therefore not automatically receive a new dataset each year
unless changes have been made to the data.
These are general comments for guidance only. A licensee of BGS's digital data is provided with
full details of the basis on which individual BGS datasets licensed to them are supplied.
If you have any doubts about whether your proposed use of the BGS data will be covered by a
BGS digital licence, the BGS Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) section will be happy to discuss
this with you and can be contacted through the following email address: iprdigital@bgs.ac.uk.
BGS IPR will usually be able to provide reassurance that the licence will cover individual user
requirements and/or to include additional 'special conditions' in the licence documentation,
addressing specific requirements within BGS's permitted usage.
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